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I

want to make an argumentfor why more internationalrelations scholars

shouldbe studyingdiplomacymore often. It is odd thatwe do not for, in Raymond Cohen's phrase,diplomacyremainsthe "engineroom"of international
relations,' as both the site of most of the actual relations we study and as the
immediate motive force of their being undertaken.We see this in the world of
international relations practice; witness the "diplomatic inflation" that has
occurred since the end of the Cold War.2 More states and new actors have
requiredmore representationand even the residentembassy has prospered.3We
also see it in the world of internationalrelationstheoryfor, as I arguehere, diplomacy is a discrete human practice constituted by the explicit construction,
representation,negotiation, and manipulationof necessarily ambiguous identities. As such, it provides powerful metaphorsnot only for understandingwhat
the professionaldiplomatsdo, but also for understandinginternationalrelations
in general.4 In sparseor thin social contexts, where even the basic terms of what

1Raymond Cohen, "Putting Diplomatic Studies on the Map," Diplomatic Studies
Programme Newsletter, May 4, 1998.
2See Luc Reychler, "Beyond Traditional Diplomacy," Discussion Paper No. 17, Diplomatic Studies Program (DPDSP), (Leicester, U.K.: University of Leicester, 1996), for
this phrase. For my contribution to the discussion on this theme, see Paul Sharp, "Who
Needs Diplomats? The Problem of Diplomatic Representation," International Journal
52, No. 4 (1997): pp. 609-634. For responses, see Brian Hocking, "The Ends(s) of
Diplomacy," and Andrew F. Cooper, "Beyond Representation," International Journal
53, No. 1 (1997-1998).
3Robert Wolfe, "Still Lying Abroad? On the Institution of the Resident Ambassador,"
DPDSP 33 (Leicester, U.K.: University of Leicester, 1997).
4For a development of this theme, see Costas Constantinou, On the Way to Diplomacy
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1996). Indeed, he suggests that diplomacy
offers powerful metaphors for understanding social life in general.
? 1999 InternationalStudies Association
Publishedby Blackwell Publishers,350 Main Street,Malden, MA 02148, USA, and 108 Cowley Road, OxfordOX4 1JF,UK.
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is going on may be contested, people behave diplomatically,at least as long as
they wish to continueconductingrelationswith one another.
Thereforewe might thinkthatstudentsof internationalrelationswould pay a
great deal of attentionto diplomacy, but they do not. The study of diplomacy
remainsmarginalto and almost disconnectedfrom the rest of the field.
It may be objectedthatthis is unfair.Bargainingand negotiation,as a glance
at recentissues of InternationalStudiesQuarterly(ISQ) andthe Reviewof International Studies (RIS) reveals, remainhot topics and appearto offer promising
meeting points between internationalrelations and internationalpolitical economy. One article in ISQ, for example, demonstrates how a small, open,
postcommuniststatehas been able to exploit changesin its internationalenvironment to strengthenits bargainingposition with the multinationalcorporations
with which it must work if it is to develop its car industry.Anothermodels the
dialogue between the Soviet Union and the United States over intermediate
nuclearforces in the 1980s. It concludes thatagreementwas eventuallypossible
because of changes in the way the Soviet Union reconceptionalizedits strategic
environment,ratherthan as the result of the Americandeploymentof cruise and
Pershingmissiles. A similarconclusion is drawnin an articlein a recent issue of
RIS that argued from a "graduatedreciprocationin tension reduction(GRIT)"
perspective and credited Gorbachev with taking the first and decisive step
towardending the Cold War.5
Certainly,we learn a greatdeal from these articlesaboutthe impactof structuralcontexts and technicaldevelopmentsupon bargaining.We also learn about
ways to conceptualizestrategicinteraction,behavior,anddiscoursewithin negotiations.Yet, in all of them, unproblematicand unproblematizedentities play out
their games in ways that admitlittle attentionto diplomatsand diplomacy.6The
same is trueof the currentbig books on internationalrelations,indexes of which
omit the term "diplomacy."The better textbooks contain dutiful chaptersthat
take the readerfrom the Renaissanceto Rio, but they are usually self-contained
affairs, not part of the main argument.Diplomacy is presented as one of the
"lesser tools of foreign policy,"'7a medium for communicatingthe use of other
tools. It is also presentedas an instrumentin its own right.

5David Bartlett and Anna Seleny, "The Political Enforcement of Liberalism: Bargaining, Institutions, and Auto Multinationals in Hungary," and Gavan Duffey, Brian K.
Frederking, and Seth A. Tucker, "Language Games: Dialogical Analysis of INF Negotiations," International Studies Quarterly 42, No. 2 (1998): pp. 319-338 and pp.
271-294, respectively; and Alan R. Collins, "GRIT, Gorbachev, and the End of the Cold
War," Review of International Studies 24, No. 2 (1998): pp. 201-220.
6I am gratefulto my reviewers for insisting that this point be made more explicit.
7Alan James, "Diplomacy and Foreign Policy," Review of International Studies 19,
No. 1 (1993): pp. 91-100.
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We tell our first-year students that most internationalrelations consist of
diplomacyin this sense. As the course proceeds,most of them are invariablyleft
wonderingwhere diplomacybelongs in the frameworkfor analysis. If it is a policy tool in its own right, then what could "pure"diplomacy be, apartfrom the
communicationof threats,promises, and rewards?If it is merely a way of communicating the use of other tools, then how can it be so central to the whole
ensemble of internationalrelations?
This confusionover diplomacyis unfortunate,for it constitutesa barrierto the
studies (IR/IS)
conceptualcoherencethatour internationalrelations/international
field requiresif it is to improveits understandingsof internationalrelationspractice. It is now more than a decade since Kal Holsti made his observationson the
"dividingdiscipline,"andMichael Banks, in what now seems like a fit of unwarrantedoptimism,attemptedto identify successive "waves"of progressor, at least,
development in internationalrelations theory.8What has happenedsince is an
ironic,as well as a perversevalidationof ourenterprise.Interdependencetheorists
have continued to cluster in small groupuscules capable of conductingintense
internaldebates,but having little to say to one another.
The great transboundarydiscussions, insofar as there are any, seem to be
between those who prefer a thousandschools of thoughtto contend in a democraticand emancipatingproject,andthose who emphasizestudyinginternational
relationsa certainway, or giving it up for somethingelse like IPE, critical social
psychology, or even diplomatic history. It has become hard to imagine what a
centeredIR/IS would look like amid the fragmentation.Those who still hope for
a betterdialogue are like hosts at failing salons tryingto revive the conversation.
Often they resort to proceduraldevices at academic conferences. They offer
incentives for thejoint sponsorshipof panelsby subfieldsections or call for more
plenary sessions, and some even wonder out loud if things would go better if
fewer people were invited. Although they are separatefrom one another,these
groupssharethreethings:theirmembersare all unsurethatthereis anythingdistinctive about internationalrelations-virtually everything in it is treatedas an
instance of something else; they find the membersof other groups "uninteresting"; and, sadly, the rest of the world finds them all uninteresting,as anyone of
us who has attemptedto give an honest answerto the question,"So what exactly
is it that you do?"has found out.9
8Kalevi Holsti, The Dividing Discipline: Hegemony and Diversity in International
Relations Theory (London: Allen and Unwin, 1985); and Michael Banks, "The
Inter-Paradigm Debate," Margot Light and John Groom, eds., International Relations.
A Handbook of Current Theory (London: Francis Pinter, 1985), pp. 7-26.
9For a lively, if narrow, exploration of related themes of disciplinary insecurity/neurosis, see James Kurth, "Inside the Cave: The Banality of IR Studies," National Interest,
53, 1998, pp. 29-40.
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A revival of interest in the study of diplomacy would do much to address
each of these problems.First,it would providea site from which practitionersof
internationalrelations could respond to academics and remind them of what is
distinctiveaboutthe discipline. It also would providea perspectiveon whathappens and why nearly everyone in the field can engage internationalrelations,
althoughit is not acceptableto everyone. And finally, the discourseaboutdiplomacy could engage the interestand expectationsof the public at large, and make
a considerablecontributionto reviving a general interestin the academic study
of internationalrelations.
This is long overdue, for internationalrelations are widely seen to have
become interesting again, and for numerous reasons. Most obvious, we may
point to the end of the Cold War. More important,we may point to the broader
attitudinalchanges that robbedthat "greatcontest"of its ideological life force,
even though most of the concrete manifestationsor symptoms of the conflict
remainedin place. Right or wrong, the impressionexists that everything,as far
as making sense of internationalrelationsis concerned,is up for grabs.Yet none
of the scripts-new or old, radicalor conservative-seems to capturean apparent new world of uncertainidentitiesperformingboth in and out of character,yet
that still resonates with the characters,plots, and argumentsthat MartinWight
called "the same old melodrama."'1
The study of diplomacy offers a way out of this fix, but not by claiming to
provide the definitive factual or prescriptivecaptureof the currentinterplayof
social forces in world affairs, nor even by offering a freeze-framein which to
analyze the claims of other candidatesin contention for capturingclass, state,
nation, gender, organization,or civilization. It does so by focusing on how relations are maintainedbetween identitiesthat are continuouslyunderconstruction
in conditionsthat,if not anarchic,are characterizedby very thin social contexts.
Ideological absolutes,GarrettMattinglyargued,drive diplomacyfrom the field.
In theirabsence,diplomacyis returning.11
Indeed,as the Cold Warandour sense
of living in modernityrecede, the extent to which hegemony is a departurefrom
a norm in which living with difference was the highest aspirationis becoming
increasinglyclear.It is time, I argue,for IR/ISto catchup with internationalrelations andto begin to focus againon how life in a worldof differencesis sustained
by diplomacy. I do so by examining successively attemptsto define diplomacy
-public, professional, and academic conceptions of diplomacy and its significance; and the present state of diplomaticstudies-before offering themes for a
researchagendabased on seeing diplomacyprimarilyin termsof representation.
'0Martin
Wightand ed. HedleyBull, Systemsof States(Leicester,U.K.:Leicester
UniversityPress,1977),p. 9.
"Garrett Mattingly, Renaissance Diplomacy (London: Jonathan Cape, 1955), p. 196.
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THE IDEAS OF DIPLOMACY:
FROM HEGEMONY TO ISOLATION
Diplomacy is one of those terms thatis best approachedthrougha consideration
of its usages, ratherthan by an attemptto assert or capturea precise, fixed, or
authoritativemeaning. The word is derived from the Greekdiploma, meaning a
folded document,and is linked to the study of official handwritingand the idea
of credentials confirming the claims of the bearer.12 A preoccupation with
authenticityand, hence, authorityappearsto have been presentat the etymological creationof the term, and it would seem interestingthat the study of a sort of
official handwriting,archives, also constitutesthe greaterpartof the method of
the diplomatic historian.We may even have fun with the notion of the folded
diploma that both reveals and hides, therebyunderscoringthe ambiguityat the
heart of the practice. Upon reflection, these links become obvious and
unrevealing,and it is more helpful and interestingto pass on to recentusages and
attemptsto captureor define the term.
It is customary to distinguish between broad and narrow conceptions of
diplomacy. In the United States, especially, diplomacy is often used as a synonym for statecraft,foreign policy, and internationalrelationsin general. James
Baker's memoirs, The Politics of Diplomacy, and Henry Kissinger's Diplomacy
provide examples of this broadconception.13 Kissinger and his publishers"pay
tribute"to the earlierand famous book by HaroldNicolson with the same title,
but hastento assurethe readerthatit "wasquite differentin scope, intentionsand
ideas" (p. 8). Kissingeris interestedin providinghis view of the broadthemes of
statecraftand internationalhistory, whereasNicolson was interestedin the practices of professional diplomacy. The distinction between broad and narrow
conceptionsof diplomacyis problematic.AlthoughNicolson's book was written
with the young man considering a career at the Foreign Office in mind, he
regardsthe Oxford English Dictionary's definition of diplomacy, which he uses
as implying a broad conception of the practice.14 He does so because his book
has little to say aboutthe narrowconcernsof diplomaticpracticeand a greatdeal
to say aboutthe conduct of internationalrelationsin general, albeit as seen from
12 For the studies of the origins and uses of the term on which this section is based, see
Constantinou, "On the Way to Diplomacy," p. 69; Harold Nicolson, The Evolution of
the Diplomatic Method (New York: Macmillan, 1953); and Harold Nicolson, Diplomacy (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1939).
13James A. Baker III, The Politics of Diplomacy (New York: Putnam, 1995); and
Henry A. Kissinger, Diplomacy (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1994).
14InNicolson, Diplomacy, pp. 4-5, the Oxford English Dictionary defines diplomacy
as "the management of international relations by negotiation; the method by which these
relations are adjusted and managed by ambassadors and envoys; the business or art of
the diplomatist."
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a distinctive perspective.We might even argue that if IR/IS is about the broad
patterns of what typically happens in internationalrelations, then Nicolson's
Diplomacy has a strongerclaim than Kissinger's to belonging in its pantheonof
classics, for it deals with how people engaged in internationalrelationsbehave
and how they ought to behave.
The problems with the conventional distinctionbetween broad and narrow
conceptions of diplomacy are illustratedby a controversy that arose over the
publication of the second volume in Gordon Craig's work on diplomacy in
1994.15The first volume covers the periodin primarilyEuropeandiplomatichistory between 1919 and 1939, whereas the second takes us up to the 1970s. In a
review of the second volume, the scholar-diplomatSmith Simpson maintained
that, unlike the first, it is not properlyabout diplomacy.16 Ratherthan focusing
on the foreign services, foreign ministers, and ambassadorsof the period, it
offered a series of essays on political leadershipand the big questions of World
War II and Cold War foreign policy. For Simpson, it was a matterfor regretas
therewas no scarcityof such analyses, whereasthe role and importanceof diplomacy properin such mattersremain underinvestigatedand poorly understood.
Diplomats, Simpson argued,make internationallife possible in much the same
way as "free-floatinginfinitesimalaquaticplants known as phytoplankton"are
responsiblefor a quarterof the oxygen we breath.It is the activities of diplomats
and consularofficers aroundthe world that "dayin and day out, indeed hour in
and hourout, get much of the world's affairsrationallyattendedto."17
It may be seen thatSmith's responsewas notjust a call for moreattentionto a
neglected subfield in internationalrelations. It also involved a conception of
what is importantto understandinghow the world of internationalrelations
works. As such, it enjoyed little success in eitherSmith's own attemptsto defend
his conception of what aspiring diplomatsought to be learning or in the IR/IS
academic communityat large. Many of the reasons for this lay beyond the control of the diplomats and their advocates. As Costas Constantinou notes,
Nicolson's writingson diplomacyand otherexamples of the genre of which it is
a partare strikingin theirattemptto define authoritativelywhattruediplomacyis
and what it is not. It is not, for example, foreignpolicy, nor is it usually practiced
by anyone otherthanthe officially accreditedrepresentativesof sovereign states
and internationalorganizations.Within the narrow conception of diplomacy,
political leadersmay determinethe goal of policy and the broadmeans by which
15G.A. CraigandF. Gilbert,TheDiplomats:1919-1939(Princeton,N.J.:Princeton
UniversityPress,1953);andG. A. CraigandF. L. Loewenheim,eds., TheDiplomats
1939-1979(Princeton,
N.J.:PrincetonUniversityPress,1994).
'6SmithSimpson,"Of Diplomatsand Their Chroniclers"(review of Craig and
Loewenheim), VirginiaQuarterlyReview 71, No. 4 (1995): pp. 755-758.
17Ibid.,p. 758.
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it might be achieved, but they should do so on the advice of the professionaldiplomats to whom they should also leave most of the execution of policy by
negotiation.
The content of formulationssuch as these is not nearly so definitive as the
tone in which they are delivered. The division of laborbetween political leaders
and diplomatsoffered above, for example, can be interpretedto suggest that the
leaders' role is restrictedto nodding their heads or signing at the appropriate
moment, or that diplomatshave nothing to do with policy choices; they merely
advise and execute. Neither is usually the case. This being so, it is the tone that
is of interest.Why did writers like Nicolson need to sound as if they were capturing authoritativelywhat diplomacy was, and with what consequences? The
simple answers are that this was the predominantrhetoricalstyle for making an
argument,or thatpeople like Nicolson believed thatthe true identity or essence
of a practicecould be establishedby linguistic precision. The latteris plausible,
for accompanyingthe authoritativetone in Nicolson's work is a confidence in
the progressivecharacterof the evolution of the state system and its institutions.
In all but his later writings, we are constantly invited to witness the emergence
and evolution of the diplomatic system and method into what they have now
become.18

It is also possible to ascribe the authoritativetone to the defense of professional turf by a formerpractitionerusing his old skills. In conditions of uneasy
ambiguity, act confidently and with certaintyand you may succeed. After all,
Nicolson was writing in the aftermathof one great catastrophe,World War I,
which, rightly or wrongly, had been attributedto a failure of diplomacy, and in
the face of anotherwhere, once again, diplomacy and the discredited,appeasement with which it was associatedwere both underpressure.At more or less the
same time, Jules Cambon,a formercolleague, was speculatingon the futureof
diplomacy.Fifty years aheadof his time, Cambonsuspectedthatwhat might survive would be a kind of "diplomacywithout diplomats."'19
Thereis some meritto the claim thatdiplomacyhas always been presentedas
a "professionin peril,"20 by its protagonistsas well as by its enemies. I suspect
that Nicolson and others like him adopted the tone they did because they had
confidence in what they were saying, ratherthan doubts about the profession.
Nevertheless, unforeseen and unfortunateconsequences followed as diplomacy
of theColdWar'simpacton theevolutionof diplomacy,see, for
18Foranassessment
example,Nicolson,"DiplomacyThenandNow,"ForeignAffairs40, No. 1 (1961):pp.
39-49.
19Quotedin George. F. Kennan, "Diplomacy without Diplomats," Foreign Affairs 76,
No. 5 (1997).
20"Diplomacy: Profession in Peril?" was the title of a conference sponsored by the
British Foreign Office at its center at Wilton Park in July 1997.
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came under pressurefrom subsequentpolitical, social, and technical developments. Although it may have prospered in quantitativeterms, the need for
diplomacy was assailed in the mass media and by studentsand practitionersof
diplomacy alike.21 Who needed diplomacyin the narrowsense when there were
telephones,televisions, andnow the WorldWide Web? And whatdid diplomacy
in the broad sense mean beyond internationalrelations in general, with some
echoes of polite obscurantismand calculatingself-interest?To questions such as
these, the maintenanceof the authoritativeand exclusionaryapproachof asserting what is and is not diplomacyby many of its supportershamperedan effective
response. As a consequence, not only did diplomacy as a profession in the narrow sense suffer, but, so too did the ideas of diplomacy as a broader social
practice.In the way they assertedmoderndiplomacy's hegemony over the conduct of internationalrelations and the determinationof what is importantto
them, diplomats and their advocates contributedto its apparentisolation. And
they did so withoutimprovingon the notion thatdiplomacywas both a small and
a big matterin the general scheme of things in internationalrelations.
ATTITUDES TOWARD DIPLOMACY:
PUBLICS, PRACTITIONERS, AND ACADEMICS
This ambiguity regardingthe significance of diplomacy is present in the attitudes of publics, practitioners,and academics. Nearly everyone will agree with
the propositions that diplomacy is, in some sense, in decline and not as important as it used to be, and yet most of them will agree that it remains very
important.Among general publics, a well-developed image exists of a privileged elite pursuing exciting and prestigious careers, without paying parking
tickets, and with varying degrees of effectiveness. This image is fed by legislative inquiries into government "waste," which, in turn are fed by media
expos6s of the cost of diplomatic establishmentsand the activities they entail.
Among the attentive public, the whole is completed by a series of character
types from literature: greedy and incompetent political appointees like
"Lucky"Lou Seers; poor Charlie Fortnumclinging to his honoraryconsulship
so he can continue to importduty-freecars and sell them; the cold and arrogant
professionals of his service who will barely raise a finger to save him from his
captors; and lightweights like Antrobus and his bizarre colleagues floating
21Foran "outsider' s" doubts about the profession expressed from the "inside," see, for
example, John Kenneth Galbraith, Ambassador's Journal: A Personal Account of the
Kennedy Years (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1969). In fairness to Galbraith, he regarded
his ambassadorship to India as very much a consolation prize, and it is possible to chart a
softening of his hard position on even the value of representation in the narrow sense in
his account of his career.
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down the Sava.22It takes a bomb, assassination, or kidnappingto disruptthis
image, although the effects of such episodes are only temporary.Diplomacy is
generally regardedas "nice work if you can get it" by most people, but it is also
assumed to be importantwork. Insofar as they think about internationalrelations, most people assume that it is still the professional diplomatswho do most
of it, even if they differ on whether or not they do a good job.
Most professional diplomats would seem to agree with this assessment,
although, like professors of internationalrelations, they have their moments of
existential despair.23 This sense of the importanceof what they do is manifested
in attitudesthat range between the unreflective and what may best be termed,
"defensiveself-confidence."To interestedacademicsand legislative committees
on foreign affairs,they profess to accept the need to justify continuallytheirraison d'etre, and they tend to do so in termsfrom which the auraof a "professional
mystique,"as one officer expressed it at a recent conference, has been stripped.
They aremerely civil servantswhose work happensto cross internationalboundaries. In discussing their work, diplomats make a seamless transition (some
unconsciously) from a defense in terms of its ordinarycharacterto a defense in
terms of its special characterand the special qualities that it demands of them.
This is done almost entirely in terms of their being repositories of scarce and
valuable skills,24 ratherthan on the basis of who or what they representin terms
of what they do ratherthan who they are.
Facility with languages and familiaritywith culturesare the assets most frequently cited, althoughit is freely conceded thatthe formeris too often honored
in the breach than in the observance. Their social skills and contacts are also
stressed, and some diplomatsare clearly comfortablewith the concepts and terminology of managementand administrativesciences, talking of their roles as
agendasetters,issue raisers,coalition builders,regime or orderbuilders,and catalysts of collective action generally within the capitals and countries to which

22Characterstaken, respectively, from William J. Lederer and Eugene Burdick, The
Ugly American (New York: Norton 1958); Graham Greene, The Honorary Consul (New
York: Simon and Schuster, 1973); and Lawrence Durrell, Esprit de Corps (London:
Faber and Faber, 1957).
230ne of my sources, an academic who trains diplomats, maintains that the sense of
existential despair is far more pronounced than I am suggesting. Mid-career diplomats
in particular, he maintains, experience a great deal of difficulty in coming to grips with
not only contemporary international relations but also the terms in which they are discussed by politicians, attentive publics, experts, and academics.
24See, for example, Alan K. Henrikson, "Diplomacy for the Twenty-first Century:
'Re-crafting' the Old Guild," Wilton Park Paper, Wilton Park, U.K., 1998.
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they are accredited.25In short, diplomats like to see themselves as generalists,
although this term is presently out of fashion among them, and they prefer to
present themselves as experts in several areas. For example, the basic science
thatinformsa concernfor the environment,accordingto one formersenior British diplomat, is simply not that difficult for an intelligent and well-educated
personto master.
This claim to multipleexpertisesmay be given some plausibilityby lowering
our expectations about what it means to possess a good general education,but
the real difficulty with the repository-of-skillsrationalefor theirexistence is that
diplomats seem to exercise a monopoly over none of the ones that are usually
mentioned. As a senior budget officer of a great power said at the aforementioned conference on diplomacy, all of them could be outsourced to private
organizationsat great saving to the public purse. Diplomats seem to have few
answersto this line of attack.Indeed,in a strangereaffirmationof theirallegedly
formerpreoccupationwith high politics, some diplomatsgreetthe outsourcingof
certain kinds of commercial work to private agents, and even nationals of the
receiving state or a thirdparty,with considerableequanimity,placing a reserve
only on what they continue to term "political work." In so doing, they would
seem to fly in the face of several of the received academic wisdoms of the last
half centuryregardingthe erosion of the distinctionbetween the political andthe
economic, the elevation of what was once low politics into high politics, and the
relegation of what was once high politics to a last instance that borderson the
operationallyirrelevant.
They do so with greatconfidence, for if diplomatsare on the defensive, they
are so in a context characterizedby the ubiquitousneed for more diplomats,or at
least more diplomacy.26The diplomatic system has continued to expand in
recent years. The republicsof the formerSoviet Union and the formerrepublics
of Yugoslavia all established their own foreign services and diplomatic networks. All the postcommuniststates sought to transform,ratherthan truncate,
theirs.Nationalistmovements,like the PalestinianAuthority,continueto believe
that securing diplomaticrecognitionin many ways precedes achieving political
independenceand goes a long way to constitutingit, while newer aspirants,like
humanitarianand environmentalorganizations,play parts that transcendtheir
"functional"origins. Diplomats are confidentbecause the demandfor whatever
it is they do seems inexhaustible.

25See,for example, Brian Hocking, "Beyond Diplomatic 'Newness' and 'Decline':
The Development of CatalyticDiplomacy,"DPDSP 10 (Leicester,U.K.: Universityof
Leicester, 1995).
26As one of them expressed it to me, "If diplomacy is in decline, then why am I so
busy?"
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The continuing demand for diplomats stumps the academics. A recent
exchange in InternationalSecuritybetween proponentsof "diplomatichistory"
and "internationalrelations theory"contained some of the best and worst hits
thathistoriansand social scientists are capableof landingon one another,nicely
bundled with phrases about mutualrespect and complementarity.Significantly,
no authoractuallydiscussed diplomacy.27Its place as a theoreticaland methodological firing line was merely implied by the silence on both sides. In contrast,
there is nothing implied about the status of diplomacy in the second exchange
that I wish to cite here. This excerpt is from a paperpresentedat a conference
held in honorof the seventy-fifthanniversaryof the Departmentof International
Politics at the University of Wales, the first such departmentto be establishedin
the world. In it, the authormaintainedthatstudentswould learnmore aboutinternational relations from studying "the bones of the earliest humans in the Rift
Valley of Africa thanfrom studyingthe sanitizedentrailsof governmentsin public record offices." It is unlikely, he continued, that we would learn "through
archivalmining any more aboutthe characterof intergovernmentalrelationsthan
we know already."Accordingto the author,unless IR adopteda more global perspective, it was doomed to become "a diplomatichistorybackwater."28
The InternationalSecurityexchange recalls an old and dated bifurcationin
the way IR used to be authoritativelypresented.On the one side are a declining
groupthattenaciouslyclings to stories aboutstatesand those who act for them as
a badge of its groundingin common sense.29 On the other side are the swelling
rankswho regardthis position as heresy by those who refuse to face facts. Neithercamp finds it easy to take the otherseriously.They preferto leave each other
alone, for contactsusually take the form of the occasional shell lobbed acrossthe
cease-fire line, and occasional shells can always lead to barragesor worse.
The comments from the conference in Wales suggest more, for they are fed
by two differentand possibly conflicting sentiments:one that diplomacyis "old
hat"and the otherthat it is also "badhat."Diplomacy is said to be bad hat in the
sense that it serves a system of power relations,while those who study it on its
own termshelp to obscurethe oppressivecharacterof these relations.Diplomacy
27ColinElmanand MiriamFendiusElman,"DiplomaticHistoryand International

Relations:RespectingDifferenceandCrossingBoundaries,"
International
Security22,
No. 1 (1997).
28KenBooth, "Seventy-five Years On: Rewriting the Subject's Past-Reinventing
the Future,"in Steve Smith, Ken Booth, and Marysia Zalewski, eds., International
Theory:Positivism and Beyond (Cambridge:CambridgeUniversity Press, 1996), pp.
328-339.
29StephenH. Haber,David M. Kennedy,and StephenD. Krasner,"Brothersunderthe
Skin: DiplomaticHistory and InternationalRelations,"InternationalSecurity22, No. 1
(1997): pp. 34-44.
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is said to be "old hat,"not in the sense thatit is morallybankrupt,and eithercannot or will not solve importanthumanproblems,but in the sense that either the
practice of internationalrelations or the theory of IR/IS has developed far
beyond it. We may still identify the formaldiplomaticsystem as an institutionof
internationalsociety, but it is no longer possible to regard it as "the master-institution"30for internationalrelations now flow above, below, around,
through,and in spite of diplomacy.
This is presentedas a temporalargument.Diplomacy may once have been
very important,but it is on the roadto becoming unimportant.Unclear is where
we presentlyare on the continuum.This is importantfor the "badhat"approach
in that, if marginalizedpracticesdeserve less scholarship,then we might expect
marginalizedwickedness to attractless judgmentand condemnation.It is important for the "old hat"approachin thatwe have little idea how much attentionwe
should be paying to the newer forms of interactionbetween old and new actors.
To what extent is attentionto "tracktwo" and "field"diplomacy in the former
republicsof Yugoslavia fueled by a judgmentaboutthe alleged shortcomingsof
"traditional"diplomacy, as opposed to an assessment of the capacity of newer
forms to shape what actuallyhappensthere?By refusing to reflect on where we
are on the continuum, it is possible to maintain a general disposition against
diplomacy. Until recently, we have been able to acknowledge the paradoxesof
presentingit as a minorinstrumentof foreign policy while acknowledgingthatit
is everywhere,and anticipatingits decline while witnessing its expansion,without feeling any compelling need to explain, let alone resolve, them.
Very little on diplomacy appears in International Studies Quarterly and
nothing is considered by Diplomatic History that is not based on archival
research.Of the majorjournals, only in Review of InternationalStudies do we
find articleson diplomacy,theirposition being somewhatanalogousto the political theory articlesthat the AmericanPolitical Science Review feels obligatedto
publish.
DIPLOMATIC STUDIES
Consequently, individuals interested in the study of diplomacy have resided,
until recently,on the peripheryof what might be termed"mainstream"IR/IS. To
be fair, it must be addedthatthis marginalizationhas suitedmany of them. Some
studentsof diplomacyhave continuedto adhereto the notionthattheirsis an esoteric business, even if those whom they study profess to have relinquishedthe
idea. Nevertheless, a rich body of work has emerged on the margins. In recent

30MartinWight, Power Politics (Leicester, U.K.: Leicester University Press, 1995),
p. 113.
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years, in the Universityof Leicester's Discussion Paperseries alone the resultsof
research,for example, on state visits, state funerals, resident embassies, diplomatic theory in Ernest Satow, Abraham de Wicquefort, and Francesco
Guicciardinirecognitionpracticesand summitryhave been presented,as well as
work establishinga researchagendafor Europeandiplomacybased upon constitutive approachesand studies of the practical application of new information
technologies to the processes of negotiation.31
The most obvious centers for the study of diplomacy, of course, are established foreign service schools such as those at Georgetown, Harvard,Tufts,
Kentucky,and the diplomaticacademiesthatin many othercountriesare associated with their respective foreign ministries.32In recent years, these programs
have been supplementedwith new programsin diplomaticstudies in places like
Leicester, Seton Hall, Malta, and Westministerin the United Kingdom. In programmaticterms, diplomaticstudies are prospering.Many reasons may explain
why. The increasing importanceof diplomacy in post-Cold War international
relationsis certainlya factor,but othersappearto be more salient. These inlcude
the recent proliferationof new and often poor states requiringdiplomaticrepresentation, the decision of some states to outsource some aspects of diplomatic
training to reduce costs, and, more broadly, the currentpressure on academic
administratorsfrom legislators, business communities,and parentsto make liberal educationappearcareer-oriented.
New or old, a principalpurposeof all these programsis to educate and train
aspiringdiplomats,althoughbeyond what this shouldinvolve, some controversy
has emerged.33What is more important for an aspiring diplomat to know?
Whether an archbishop takes precedence over a rear admiral at an official

31See,respectively,ErikGoldstein,"ThePoliticsof StateVisits,"DPDSP26 (1997);
GeoffreyR. Berridge,"The ResidentAmbassador:A Death Postponed"1 (1994);
ThomasG. Otte,"AGuideto Diplomacy:TheWritingsof SirEmrnest
Satow"18(1996);
MauriceKeens-Soper,
"Abraham
de WicquefortandDiplomaticTheory"14(1996);G.
R. Berridge,ed., "Guicciardini
on Diplomacy:Selectionsfromthe Ricordi"38 (1998);
M. J. Peterson,"Recognitionof Governments:Alteringthe Institution"29 (1997);
DavidH. Dunn,"TheLureof Summitry:International
Dialogueat the HighestLevel"
13 (1996); KnutJorgensen,"Modemrn
EuropeanDiplomacy:A ResearchAgenda"31
(1997);andJovanKurbalija,"Information
TechnologyandDiplomacyin a Changing
Environment"
20 (1996).
32For example, the Instituto de Altos Estudios Diplomiticos, "Pedro Gual" of the
Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores, Venezuela, the Diplomatic Academy of the Croatian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and the Portuguese Diplomatic Institute of the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Portugal.
33See, for an early example, Smith Simpson, Instruction in Diplomacy: The Liberal
Arts Approach (Washington D.C.: American Academy of Political and Social Sciences,
1972); and more recently, A. James, "Diplomacy and Foreign Policy."
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dinner?The latest reflections on the representationsof "otherness"in frontier
journalsand fiction of the AmericanWest or the most recentincarnationsof Star
Trek?Of course, this is a caricatureof the debatethatuses the worst images the
protagonistshave of one another,yet it reflects a sense on both sides that diplomacy and IR/IS are different and that one of them is not very important.34In
practice, most programs seem to have settled the debate with a compromise,
offering a combinationof basic diplomatictheory and case study predicaments
"fromthe field," with the tamer, saner (lamer?) bits of contemporaryIR/IS. If
anything,the compromisetends to be skewed towardthe latter.The relationship
between the two remainsproblematic.Does the aspiringdiplomat,for example,
learn what Susan Strange,Stephen Krasner,and John Ruggie have to say about
the centralityof internationalpolitical economy because it will informtheirprofessional practice, or because it is a part of their professional makeup to "be
informed"in these areasin much the same way as they need to know aboutwine,
opera,and art?The answeroughtto be the former,but I suspectit is often the latter, partlybecause, as in most professions and for most people, theory remains
remoteuntil it acquireslife throughsubsequentpracticalexperience.In addition,
a real gap exists between the studyof diplomacyandthe studyof most of the rest
of internationalrelations.
An effortis underway to bridgethis gap, often fromwithindiplomaticstudies
programsor at their prompting.Much of this is focused on academic service. In
recentyears, for example, diplomaticstudies sections of the BritishInternational
Studies Associationand InternationalStudiesAssociationhave been established.
They organizepanels on diplomacyfor their annualconferences,either alone or
in collaborationwith other sections. Partywork such as this has been accompanied by explicit attemptsto recruitnewcomersto diplomaticstudies by stressing
the centrality,breadth,and interdisciplinarycharacterof their scope.35
More important,researchis emerging that seeks to close the gap between
diplomaticstudies and IR/IS from both directions.Building on the middle power
and principalpower literatureof the 1980s, for example, Andrew Cooper and
RichardHiggot applyinsights fromboth the constructivistandthe organizational
34Forthose interested,details of seating arrangements,gun salutes, and other aspects
of protocolmay be found in JohnR. Wood andJeanSerres,Diplomatic Ceremonialand
Protocol: Principles, Procedures, and Practices (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1970). The aspects of "otherness"referredto were the subjects of papers presented at recent conferences of the British InternationalStudies Association and the
InternationalStudies Association. Although presentedas worst-case opposites to make
a rhetoricalpoint, one purposeof this articleis to show thatthe respectiveauthorswould
have a greatdeal to say to one anotheraboutthe presentationand maintenanceof identities in sparseor ambiguoussocial contexts.
35See, for example, Cohen, "PuttingDiplomatic Studies on the Map"; and Sharp,
"WhoNeeds Diplomats?"
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science literatureto the behavior of both individual diplomats and diplomatic
services.36Cooper and Brian Hocking have written on resident ambassadors.
Hocking invites us to see them as catalystsof collective action on a wide rangeof
internaland external policy questions in the states to which they are accredited.
Cooper examines attemptsby two ambassadorsto use the World Wide Web to
publicize theircountries'respectivepositions and advancetheirinterestson particularissues thathad aroused,or potentiallycould arouse,public interest.37The
thrust of their work is twofold: to emphasize the transformedenvironmentof
actors, issues, and modes of communicationwithin which diplomats function;
and yet, to demonstratethe continuing centralityof conventional diplomats to
most of what happensin contemporaryinternationalrelations.This kind of work
builds back to diplomacy from IR/IS. The dynamics of niche diplomacy, for
example, will be familiarto anyone conversantwith RobertKeohaneandJoseph
Nye's accountsof internationalrelationsundercomplex interdependenceconditions, the main difference being that agency is no longer implied. Now we are
invited to look at how agendasare set and issues are linked.
Conversely, other research in diplomatic studies attempts to build from
diplomacy to IR/IS. It does so by taking advantageof our increasing ability to
state system ratherthan-whether
step back from and contextualizethe modemrn
we thinkit is permanent,changing,or declining-theorizing only from within its
frame of reference.For example, RaymondCohen and others have broughtthe
work of historiansand archeologists on the Amarnasystem before studentsof
diplomacy and internationalrelations.38To be sure, this initially sparked a
debateon whetherAmarnacould be, in the Nicolsonian sense, properlyregarded
as a "fully fledged"diplomaticsystem ratherthanan internationalsystem exhibiting some diplomatic features.39The emerging consensus is that we get into
more trouble discounting Amarna than accepting it, despite argumentsabout
what is properlydiplomacy and what is not.
Once beyond this controversy,we begin to see not just the "sameold melodrama"of internationalpolitics and foreign policy, but also the predicamentsof
36See, for example, Andrew F. Cooper, "Niche Diplomacy: A Conceptual Overview," and Richard Higgot, "Issues, Institutions and Middle-Power Diplomacy: Action
and Agendas in the Post-Cold War Era," in Cooper, ed., Niche Diplomacy
(Basingstoke, U.K.: Macmillan, 1997), pp. 1-24, 25-45.
37Hocking, "The Ends(s) of Diplomacy"; and Andrew F. Cooper, "Snapshots of
Cyber Diplomacy: Greenpeace against French Nuclear Testing and the Spain-Canada
'Fish War,'" DPDSP 36 (1997).
38Raymond Cohen and Raymond Westbrook, eds., Amarna Diplomacy: The Beginnings of International Relations (Baltimore, Md.: Johns Hopkins University Press,
forthcoming).
39G. R. Berridge, "Amarna Diplomacy: A Fully-Fledged Diplomatic System in the
Near East?" DPDSP 22 (1996).
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those who serve as diplomats.How do we representa king of kings to a king who
will be a god upon his demise, or to one who claims to be a god already?And
how do we convince our host that a delay in the delivery of gifts or their disappointing quality upon arrival is neither a sign of disrespect nor a reason for
registeringdispleasureat our expense? Chargedwith conductingrelationsacross
the great divides between political communities, those who representedtheir
leadershad a personaland a professionalinterestin seeking to stabilizethe identities they represented,the termson which they were representedto one another,
and the modalitiesby which this was undertaken.
The idea of diplomatsas stabilizersof problematicandproblematizedidentities that have to be representedto one anotheris not new. What is new is the
fluidity of concepts like sovereigntyand immunityon which modem diplomacy
is based. Froma professionalpoint of view, this is both bad and good news. It is
bad because the work of stabilizationthatestablishesthe first principlesof interaction is never really completed, althoughit may appearso for periods of time.
This is also the good news, for it is hard to conceive of how we may interact
withoutdiplomatsin the absenceof a single, undifferentiatedhumancommunity.
This is bornout in a second kind of researchthat,like Cohen et al., seeks to build
from diplomacyto IR/IS. Unlike Cohen,people like RichardLanghorneand Luc
Reychler seek to advance in very differentways beyond some of the contemporary and commonplace observations about how international relations are
changing.40 They are interestedin the role of "new actors"in circumstancesof
state breakdownand sub- or trans-stateethnic conflict. Arguablythese features
constitutethe "highpolitics" and certainlythe "powerpolitics"of contemporary
internationalrelations. Reychler speaks for what is becoming a large army of
researchersattractedto "tracktwo" and field diplomacyby events in the Balkans
and elsewhere.The researchersarguethatthese new diplomatsbringcertainconceptual and practical advantages over their conventional counterpartsto the
process of resolving conflict and seeking peace. Althoughit does Reychlersome
injusticeto summarizeit so, his argumentis that such new diplomatsoffer more,
precisely because they do not representstates.
Langhome,by contrast,has gone beyond notingthe newness andpotentialof
the nonstate diplomats to observing how humanitarianagencies, in particular,
actually performvis-t-vis states today. Langhorne'smain point is that governments and associations of them will fund agencies to pursueobjectives that the
governmentsin question find difficult to pursuedirectly. Agencies need money
40Reychler, "Beyond Traditional Diplomacy," and Richard Langhorne, "Current
Developments in Diplomacy: Who Are the Diplomats Now?" Diplomacy and Statecraft
8, No. 2 (1997): pp. 1-15. Also Richard Langhorne, "History and the Evolution of
Diplomacy," in Jovan Kurbalija, ed., Modern Diplomacy (Valetta, Mediterranean Academy of Diplomatic Studies, 1998), pp. 147-162.
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to function and, as both the presence of agencies funded primarilyby the European Commission in Afghanistan and their subsequent withdrawal when the
money was cut off suggest, the relationshipbetween the two has a markedpolitical dimension.
Second, Langhorne and others have begun to chart the response of such
agencies to these kind of predicaments.Their emergence is conventionallypresented in narratives of the decline, transformation,or disintegration of the
contemporaryinternationalsystem, a presentationthat has often been aided by
the oppositionalposture of the agencies themselves towardconventionaldiplomacy as "partof the problem."Nevertheless,as Langhorneargues,the success of
such agencies has broughtwith it the need and the appetite to "become diplomatic." It is no longer sufficient to have the logo-side of t-shirts worn by field
workers turned toward the television cameras. Agencies want to stabilize and
secure recognition of their identities within the frameworkof the presentdiplomatic system to gain access to and participatein the policy processes by which
theirfundingand theiroperatingconditionsare secured.To be sure,this involves
making demandsupon a system with no clearly defined place for such actors (at
least the sort they would want). Still, the needs of the moment, in terms of performing their missions more effectively and the dynamics of organizational
self-interestthatdevelop with success, strengthenthe incorporativedimensionto
these demandsat the expense of the transformativedimension.To be a player,an
actorneeds to be recognized as such.
Present in all the work in diplomatic studies surveyed above is a sense of
diplomacy's transcendentquality as a discrete human practice. Cohen and his
colleagues identify it in recordsof the internationalrelationsof some 1,500 years
BCE. Cooper and Hocking presentit as inherenteven in an internationalsystem
greatly changed from the one with which diplomacy is conventionally associated. Langhornedetects its influence upon the operationsof some of the newer
actorsin internationalpolitics, widely expected to become more importantin the
future.Paradoxically,it is outsiderswho have providedthe theoreticalgrounding
for this transcendentor even essentialist conception. It is a double paradox,for
the two principalcontributors,James Der Derian and Costas Constantinou,both
reject essentialist formulationsof ideas and concepts in social theory and practice. They are best regardedas visitors to diplomacy who departedbefore they
got bored, but left some very useful and interestingpresents.41
We need not accept the general theory of social reality that may inform the
work of Der Derian, Constantinou,or others, or the critical perspective that
anchors their accounts in claims about alienation and oppression, to find their
argumentsinsightful when they are applied to the practice of diplomacy. They
41james Der Derian, On Diplomacy: A Genealogy of Western Estrangement (Oxford:
Blackwell, 1987); and Constantinou, "On the Way to Diplomacy."
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are insightful because they draw our attentionaway from positivist interpretations of diplomacythat focus on how the substantiveinterests,ends, and means
of actorswhose identitiesare treatedas unproblematicare set, and then increasingly struggleto find a place for diplomacy in that process. Instead,Der Derian
andothersdirectour attentionto how much of diplomacyis aboutrepresentation,
the productionand reproductionof identities, and the context within which they
conduct their relations. The great puzzle from orthodox and critical positivist
perspectivesis why diplomacyhas lingered and even expandedwith apparently
so little to do. From the perspectives outlined here, in very differentways it is
possible to see thatif the modem diplomaticsystem no longer is the masterinstitution of internationalsociety, diplomacy still remains its centralpractice, as it
would of any thin society of collectives that value their unity, autonomy, and
identity.By diplomacy,the actorsand theirrelationsare "constituted."
DIPLOMACY AS REPRESENTATION:
SOME THEMES FOR A RESEARCH AGENDA
Recentresearchsuggests thatdiplomacyis much more aboutrepresentationthan
either diplomats or those who study them have yet realized. I have sought to
arguethatit follows that internationalrelationsare much more aboutdiplomacy
than we have realized. The less obvious or "natural"the identities of the agents
appearand the thinnerthe social context in which they operate,the more diplomacy is needed. Conversely, we would expect to see less diplomacy in the
relations within a family, where identities appearself-evident, or within a religious or legal setting, where roles and rules are clearly markedand accepted. If
this is so, then there are at least two consequencesfor IR/IS research.
First, students of diplomacy in the narrow sense must continue to execute
theirown conceptualjailbreak.Theirisolation is in partself-imposed and results
from the state-centriccharacterof the genrein which they write.Thereis nothing
wrong with being state-centricper se, but only certainkinds of positivists who
are interestedin sparsehypothesesabouta very narrowspectrumof behaviorcan
afford to ignore the practical and theoreticalchallenges to the primacy of the
statethathave been madein recentyears. If we acceptthatstatesandothershave,
in what Iver Neumanncalls "armsand legs,"42 as well as consciousnesses, then
we cannot rest content with the essentially legal argumentthat states are sovereign andthe position and significanceof everythingelse derives from thatstatus.
To persist in doing so exposes us to the charge of being engaged in perfecting
and embellishing familiar bricks in a long-establishedwall whose foundations
His attemptto capturewhat
42Neumann's
phrasecomesfroma privateconversation.
thediplomatssee as belongingandnotbelongingto themmaybe seenin his "TheForeignMinistryof Norway,"DPDSP35 (1997).
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may be crumbling.I suspect they are not and think they ought not. Yet neither
hunch nor prejudicecan be taken for grantedif we want to join in the fitful and
fragmentedconversationsthat presentlyconstituteIR/IS.
Getting into debates about who are the actors may be difficult for many students of diplomacy, but it will be made easier if they realize that the fate of
diplomacy does not ride upon the fate of the modern state system, and especially the effectiveness of the latter's capacity to go on saying who is and is not
a player. Once diplomacy is seen again in terms of representationratherthanas
an instrumentof more substantiveforeign policies, then it becomes possible to
see how it expresses a humancondition that precedes and transcendsthe experience of living in the sovereign, territorialstates of the past few hundredyears.
Ratherthan seeing diplomacy as an institutionof the modernstate system, both
the practice and context should be seen as responses to a common problem
of living separately and wanting to do so, while having to conduct relations
with others.
Second, studentsof diplomacy need to be broughtback into the mainstream
not only to benefit from the broadeningof their horizons, but also because they
and those they study have somethingimportantto say. As alreadysuggested,the
strengthof diplomaticstudies is that it remainsthe place where the practitioners
"speakback."How then, do they make sense of what is going on? The writings
and utterancesof diplomatsare obvious, but not necessarily the point of departure. The written and spoken record reveals that diplomats, like other
professionals,make a distinctionbetween and operatewithin two universes:the
professionaluniverseof how things are supposedto be, andthe political universe
of how they very often actuallyare. They also reveal thatdiplomatsattacha great
deal of importanceto the ability to shift smoothly between these two universes
and to recognize when such movement is or is not called for. Togetherwith the
capacity to pursue useful personalrelationshipseffectively and maintainthem,
the smooth shift is regardedas one of those talentswith which the good diplomat
is born,ratherthan one thatis acquired.
Not surprisingly, within the professional universe we find an
unproblematizedaccount of internationalaffairs.As the preambleto the Vienna
Convention on Diplomatic Relations states, people have lived in nations "from
ancient times."43Internationalrelationsare presentedas now having evolved to
the point where states are authentic expressions of popular sovereignty and
nationsare authenticexpressionsof popularculturalidentity.This is the realmof
diplomacyas representationin the narrow,professionalsense by which the international society of states and others is most directly constituted, be it the
day-to-day socializing or the state ceremonies by which countries are recognized, territoriesare transferred,or commitmentsto collaborationor acceptance
43The Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations and Optional Protocols (1961).
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of rules and norms are affirmed. The sources of problems in the professional
world are the passions, conceits, and ambitions of foolish or wicked men and
women who lead people astray.The task of the diplomatsis to curb these emotions in theirown leadersandto managetheirconsequencesin others.The extent
to which the rhetoric of diplomacy's professional universe is centered on the
managementof common affairs, ratherthan advancing particularinterests, is
remarkable.Peace is the objective, while the prince, often their own, is the constrainingfactor.
The political universe, in contrast,is full of ambiguities.The real world, as
most diplomatsare ready to admit in all but the most official of circumstances,
does not always operatethe way it is supposed to. Even the most fundamental
organizing principles of the internationalsystem are vulnerable.Some entities
clearly do not satisfy the preconditions of statehood, yet obtain recognition,
while some who do are denied it. The claims of Kurdsare ignored,for example,
while the status of Panama, whatever the original sin of its conception, goes
unchallenged.These are the easy ones, for to do otherwise would create more
problems.Diplomats also have to performthe smooth shift in more difficult circumstances where situations are uncertainand policy has not been settled, as
when the formerYugoslav republics declaredtheir independenceand the great
powers were still arguingabouthow to respond.
Nor are these ambiguities of the political world restrictedto crisis moments
in diplomatic work. They permeate its daily operations and the accounts that
diplomats give of them. Thus the dominantmetaphorsof contemporarydiplomatic discourse recall ideas of cooperation, managing problems, and
constructingorders.Diplomats can speak and write for hours in these terms and
yet still say, when pressed, that their fundamentalobligation is to advance and
defend the "nationalinterest."It is not that these two discourses are irreconcilable. National interest may be presented as a constraining parameter from
political reality on what might otherwise be desirable, or the tepid bromidethat
internationalcooperationis (in) the national interestmay be offered. We rarely
get explicit evidence of how diplomatsjuggle the demands of the two sets of
rhetoricin their daily work, or learn by what motives and criteriathis juggling
is informed.
The tempting answer is that diplomats are driven by the desire for power or
the desire to be close to it. In times of crisis, they will wait on the lead of
policymakersand follow this whereverit takes them. While in the usual course
of events, they may talk cooperation and order-building,they are pursuing a
narrow conception of their own country's self-interest. There is a distinguished, if sparse, paper trail of corroboration for this from Barbaro (the
fifteenth-centuryVenetian ambassadorto Rome), who suggested that the "first
duty" of an ambassadoris to "do, say, advise, and think whatever may best
serve the preservation and aggrandizement of his own state," to Charles
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Hardinge's observation that his "theoryin the service was that 'power' is the
first aim."44
Even if this is the case, it does not tell us much abouthow diplomatsresolve
the dilemmas of their political universe. Barbaro made his claim precisely
because some of the ambassadorsof the Renaissanceperiodpersistedin tryingto
serve theirGod and theirconsciences, whereasotherssoughtproximityto power
by committinggrandand petty treasons.It is not clear how much being close to
his king was an end or a means of Hardinge'sefforts. Arguably, even if diplomats are driven by this sort of self-interest,the relationshipbetween it and the
fortunesof the states they representhas never been straightforwardand is less so
today. For example, how might the ambitious diplomats of poor countries or
even European great powers best advance their own interests, by seeking to
become the permanentundersecretariesof theirrespective foreign offices, or by
pursuingan equivalentposition in the United Nations or the EuropeanUnion?
Narrow self-interestis a poor predictorof what diplomats will actually do,
given the complexity of circumstancesthey may confront. Evidence also suggests that self-interestdoes not guide them as often as the popularimagination
expects. Rather,and perhapssurprisingly,thatguidanceis providedby an aspect
of their professional role conception. Diplomacy, like other professions, provides its memberswith a privileging sense of distance from both its operational
worlds, thereby enabling them to ignore their rules and cheat on their political
masters,even their own political masters,when the need arises. It is politicians
and citizens who, when they think aboutthem at all, may take sovereignty,internationallaw, and state prestige seriously to the point of precipitatingnationalor
internationaldisaster, unless they are properly advised, managed, or circumvented by diplomatswho know the whole thing is built on sand.
Diplomats with the consciousness of citizens could not manage the world,
but citizens with the consciousness of diplomatswould be unmanageable.Hence
the desire to maintain a distinction between citizens and politicians who take
their states and the internationalpolitical world at face value, and professionals
who know better,the betterto managethe imperativesof the notionalworld and
the consequences of the disjuncturesand gaps between how things actuallyhappen and its account of them. Thus representationappearsin the political and
professionaluniverseof diplomacy,andis centralto the smooth shiftingbetween
the two. Diplomats not only seek to representtheir states to the world, but also
seek to representthat world back to their respective states, with the objective of
keeping the whole ensemble together.

44Quotedin GarrettMattingly, Renaissance Diplomacy (London: JonathanCape,

1955), p. 109; and Charles Hardinge, Old Diplomacy: The Reminiscences of Lord
Hardinge of Penshurst (London: John Murray, 1947), p. 98.
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Within the field of diplomatic studies narrowlyconceived, viewing diplomacy as representationopens up several new lines of inquiry. On the principle
that one only lives twice, it would be instructiveto examine the activities and
utterancesof diplomatsat the momentof statecreationand statecollapse. During
the truncationof Yugoslavia, new foreign services were establishedin unstable
and difficult conditionsby a combinationof internalefforts and assistancefrom
other services, as well as the diplomaticstudies programsdiscussed earlier.The
formationof these services provides an opportunityfor examining the inculcation of the professional and political values of diplomacy. What, for example,
were recruitsto the new Croatianservice told abouttheir respective obligations
to peace and their prince and aboutthe idea of being a restraininginfluence on
the latter,and what did the successful ones among them learn?
With regardto statecollapse, some workhas alreadybeen done on the Soviet
Union (USSR) that confirms how detached diplomats are from the process of
dynamic political change.45As expected, most Soviet diplomats continued to
representthe USSR to the bitterend, partlyfor self-serving reasons, but also to
keep stablethe externalaspect of the state,depsite what was going on within. By
the final year of internationalperestroika,it was clear that the principalinterest
of the diplomatsin executing Gorbachev'sinitiativeswas existentialratherthan
instrumental.They sought to keep the USSR as an internationalactor until, as
they hoped, internalaffairs had been clarified. They also attemptedto use that
identity to preventdomestic upheavalfrom spilling out over Soviet bordersand
becoming an internationalproblem.
When the state finally collapsed, many Soviet diplomatssimply shifted their
allegiance to the new sovereign republics. This can be interpretedin terms of
Hardingeannarrowself-interest(althoughthen one might have expectedmore of
them to have desertedthe Soviet state earlierthanthey did), but it is also consistent with the sense of professionalismdescribedabove. Diplomatswill represent
whatever is there and in need of representation.As the final Soviet experience
suggests, much of their work is concerned with representationper se, being
there,ratherthan doing something,on behalf of theirclient.
If this is so, then a new light is cast on what diplomats are doing when the
pace of internationalnegotiationshas become particularlyglacial andthe content
of their communiqu6sparticularlyvacuous. Ratherthan analyzed or ignored as
examples of stalled instrumentalbehavior and bargaining,these situationsmay
be examined as instances in which diplomats are engaged in the construction,
maintenance,and representationof differentidentities to one another.To give a
specific example, when the existence of the activities of the Oslo channel
between Israelis and Palestinians became generally known in 1993, attention
45PaulSharp,"The Death of Soviet Diplomacy,"Diplomacy and Statecraft6, No. 3
(1995), pp. 809-834.
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shifted to it from the high-profile, but deadlocked, negotiations in Washington
with their associated press conferences and releases. Suddenly, Norway was
where the real action was to be found. I am suggesting that the existential and
declaratoryrepresentationin Washingtondeserves far more considerationthanit
received, and the currentlydisappointingconsequencesof the Oslo channel and
the subsequentOslo accordsadd weight to this claim.
BEYOND MODERN DIPLOMACY
Viewing diplomacyin representationaltermsprovides a richerunderstandingof
what diplomatsdo than does the conventionalaccountof it as "one of the lesser
tools of foreign policy." The diplomatsof the modem state system claimed that
no one else occupied the position of detachmentfrom the internationalsociety of
states, or performedthe role of representingits members to the world and the
world back to them. Now, it is becoming increasingly plausible to claim that
more people are so employed and more are "diplomats."An obvious extension
of the approachof viewing diplomacy as representationis to apply it to the
"new"diplomaticactors of contemporaryinternationalrelations.
To what extent does their "becoming diplomatic" involve these actors
acceptingand internalizingthe professionalandpolitical worlds as these are presented by diplomacy in the narrow sense? To what extent do they bring
somethingnew to it? Could humanitarianagencies parlaya local and temporary
acceptance, based upon expertise, knowledge, and control of resources, into a
more lasting and extensive legitimacy-one recognizedby statesbut not derived
from states? An obvious expectationof the approachoutlined above is that the
new diplomats,like the diplomatsof revolutionaryregimes before them, will do
much adjusting.Theirabilityto bringaboutchangein the professionalandpolitical universesof diplomacywill be limited. This is not an argumentin any simple
sense of thatterm.New actorsdo not have to conformto the rules of the game as
it is played by old actors (read rich and powerful) because that is what the old
ones want. Rather,it is the representativesof actors for whom unity, autonomy,
and identity remain important.They face similar predicaments,whether they
representthe old or new, the rich or poor, the strongor weak. All face the problem of contributingto the production and reproductionof the identities they
representin, and by, their relationswith one another.Othergames-economic,
military,political, and social-are going on too, but their significance varies by
actor,policy, andcontext. Representation,as alreadydiscussed, is commonto all
actorsin internationalrelationsand is particularto it.
This is not as big a claim as it may sound. The question of whethernew diplomatic actors accept the political and professional worlds of diplomacy
acknowledges that they also function in a wider world of internationalthought
and action in which these other actors try to function with their own universes
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and associated operational codes. Consider two established concepts, sovereignty and nation.Both appearas prominentbricksin the edifice of diplomacy's
professionaland political worlds, yet both also belong to otherworlds where the
systemic and moderatingpreoccupationsof diplomacy seem to have very little
place. In additionto how diplomacy tames, manages, and uses these two ideas
for itself, it is worthexamininghow diplomacycopes when othershave different
conceptionsand priorities.
As James Mayall notes, diplomacy was one of the few internationalinstitutions to survive the onslaught of popular sovereignty and nineteenth-century
nationalism.46Mayall's diplomacy,and nearlyeveryone else's, is the diplomacy
of the modernterritorialstate, with a practicaland clearly identifiablesovereign
site. We take this so much for grantedthatwe may ask whetherdiplomacyin the
absence of sovereigns may be properlytermed "diplomacy."Instead,we might
ask, How did diplomacy survivemodernity?Clearlythe answeris adaptation.
How will diplomacy survive encounterswith concepts beyond which it has
traditionallynot claimed, such as race, class, gender,and civilizations (not Civilization)? It is beyond my competence to speak about these ideas, other than to
note that even at conventionalconferences on diplomacy, papers on issues like
"the problem of spouses and partners"are often presented.47Discomforting
thoughthese approachesareto some of the participants,neitherthese themes nor
the universes of argumentsand assumptionsabout social life from which they
stem will go away. Establishingan effective diplomaticmission today involves
addressingpatriarchyand identityissues, as well as the problemsposed for security and institutionalmemoryby electronicmailing systems.
Having said this, and having made a case for diplomacy as a discretehuman
practice capable of providing a focal point for most people engaged in international studies, I conclude by noting that it is not for everyone. The study of
diplomacy and what diplomats have to say about it will appeal neither to
structuralistsnor to constructivistsin their respective strong forms. Diplomacy
presumes that structuresdo not explain all outcomes, nor even just the important ones, but it also takes existing structures seriously. Structures may be
constituted by the practice of agents. In acknowledging this, diplomats are
unlikely to concede that we have learnedmuch aboutthe likelihood of particular structurescohering, evolving, or collapsing-even if their own instinct is to
bet on cohering.
46JamesMayall,Nationalismand InternationalSociety (Cambridge:CambridgeUni-

versityPress, 1990), p. 35. I am not suggestingthatMayallis a hostile outsiderto
diplomacy, merely that in his work there is an account of the onset of hostile interpretations of the ideas in question.
47Annabel Hendry, "From Parallel to Dual Careers: Diplomatic Spouses in the European Context," in Kurbalija, Modern Diplomacy pp. 127-145.
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The study of diplomacy, althoughit may be highly criticalof particularindividuals or styles, tends to be sympathetic to diplomacy per se and to those
responsiblefor handlingits predicaments.It also has tendedto acceptthe identity
claims of principalactorsuncritically.Countrieshave been assumedto be more
or less what those who act for them claim them to be, ratherthan somethingelse,
such as an instrumentof oppression.Thereis no logical reasonwhy this must be
so, andwhy a criticaldiplomaticstudiescould not emerge,but its uncriticalpedigree may prove an insuperablebarrierfor some.
Why? Because the study of diplomacy appearsto offer one well-established
way of accepting the constructedcharacterof social reality, without having to
regardit as in some way fraudulent.It directsthe observers'attentionto the practices and processes of negotiation that help form and maintain identities in
internationalrelations.What each observer actually does with the insights provided by the newer approachto diplomacy outlined above is another matter.
Suffice it to say thatif a renewedemphasison diplomacymakes it easier for people who do internationalstudies to recover what it is they have in common and
talk to one anotheraboutit, then it is well worthundertaking.

